Cambridge traffic data: briefing 1
Mill Road - A Street For People

Introduction
Quite a bit of the debate about the traffic restrictions on Mill Road has concerned the effect of
restrictions on numbers of motor vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists, both on Mill Road and the
surrounding streets. This briefing, the first of a series, looks at two questions:
●

How much of the traffic no longer on Mill Road during periods of restrictions has been
displaced onto other roads?

●

How has footfall on Mill Road been affected by the restrictions on motor vehicles?

We try to answer these questions by reviewing data from the traffic sensors installed on Mill Road and
key surrounding roads as part of Cambridgeshire Insight’s Mill Road Project. We also use the
Cambridge Business Improvement District (BID) sensor data from the City Centre. This records
footfall numbers in Sidney Street, Fitzroy Street, King’s Parade, Bridge Street and Regent Street, and
we use the related statistics for comparison with Mill Road footfall data.
The relevant Mill Road Project sensor positions are as shown on this map:

Fig 1
Location of sensors for the Cambridgeshire Insight’s Mill Road Project (June 2019 onwards)

The Cambridgeshire Insight data is available at
https://data.cambridgeshireinsight.org.uk/dataset/mill-road-project-traffic-sensor-data
The Cambridge BID data is available at https://www.cambridgebid.co.uk/weekly-footfall

Conclusions
Displaced Traffic
The Cambridgeshire Insight sensor data shows no evidence that the implementation of restrictions to
motor traffic on Mill Road in 2019 and again in 2020 resulted in sustained or substantial increases in
traffic volumes on Coldhams Lane or Cherry Hinton Road. Over the same periods, significant
reductions in motor vehicle volumes were experienced on Mill Road itself.
Anecdotal claims of displaced traffic are not being borne out by the data from other schemes.
●

Published empirical research shows that a scheme which reallocates road space away from
motor vehicles may well not cause significant displacement of traffic onto neighbouring roads
in the medium to long term.

●

The Department of Transport’s recently published Gear Change paper says that
“LTNs work because the people living in them, several thousand in each area, change their
travel behaviour – taking fewer short local journeys by car and walking or cycling more. This
takes local traffic away from the surrounding roads too. On those roads, the reduction in these
local car journeys appears, in most though not in all cases, to outweigh any increase caused
by the diversion of longer-distance car journeys by people passing through.”

Footfall on Mill Road
We have compared footfall trends between Mill Road and the city centre. We found a broad
correlation between the impacts of the bridge restrictions and lockdowns on both these areas of the
city. It is clear that footfall on Mill Road has been impacted by Covid related factors (e.g. enforced
closure of businesses, reduced student population, concerns about catching Covid). But the extent to
which the traffic restrictions have further reduced footfall is still not clear. We would like to see:
●

additional sensors installed over the length of Mill Road (the two existing sensors only cover
the extreme ends of the street, so do not capture footfall which originates more locally)

●

a survey of visitors to the street which identifies from where they have travelled, and the mode
of transport that they have used to get there

These two steps would significantly improve our understanding of what factors drive footfall on Mill
Road.
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Analysis
Motor Vehicles on Mill Road, Coldhams Lane & Cherry Hinton Road
2019 - 2020

Fig 2: Motor vehicles traffic on Mill Road, Coldhams Lane & Cherry Hinton Road - total per week

This graph shows how weekly motor vehicle volumes on Mill Road, Coldhams Lane and Cherry
Hinton Road changed following the introduction / removal of restrictions on Mill Road bridge a) during
the summer of 2019, and b) following the Covid outbreak.
During the 2019 bridge restrictions it appears that, following an initial increase in traffic volumes on
Coldhams Lane and Cherry Hinton Road, traffic levels fairly quickly reduced to something like their
normal volumes with Mill Road unrestricted, i.e. between Sep 2019 and Mar 2020.
The Covid / Active Travel traffic restrictions on Mill Road were implemented in June 2020.
Motor vehicle volumes on Mill Road, Coldhams Lane and Cherry Hinton Road were reduced to
historically low levels at the start of the pandemic. Levels in Coldhams Lane and Cherry Hinton
began to increase straight away, but were only beginning to approach their “normal” levels by
December 2020 where the data stops.
On both occasions where motor traffic was restricted, the sensor at the Donkey Common (town) end
of Mill Road was consistently registering more traffic than the one at Brookfields (inner ring road end).
Anecdotally the route via Mill Road and Tenison Road to the railway station is popular particularly
amongst taxi drivers and this may account for some of this difference.
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Footfall - Mill Road v Town Centre

Fig 3: Pedestrian volumes, Mill Road v City Centre - note different scales

This graph overlays the weekly total Mill Road pedestrian numbers (total from both sensors) on top of
the footfall data from the city centre. Note the use of a different vertical scale for the two sets of data this helps visualise / compare the two datasets. We have asked Cambridge BID if they are able to
supply the missing weeks in the city centre dataset.
The Mill Road numbers show footfall at the extremes of the street (Brookfields + Donkey Common),
so do not register any footfall that only happens between these two extreme points. So no-one living
in Romsey, Petersfield or Coleridge who walks or cycles to Mill Road to shop will show up in these
statistics. The city centre sensors register more typical footfall. For these reasons, the two datasets
are not directly comparable. However the graph does highlight that the broad footfall trends on
entering and recovering from lockdowns are similar, with Mill Road appearing to not suffer the same
degree of variability in numbers as the city centre.
The graph reflects the rapid impact of Covid Lockdown 1, when businesses closed and the number of
students, who make up a significant proportion of the local population, was (and remains) much
reduced. Footfall detected by the Mill Road sensors was still not back to its pre-Covid levels by
December 2020 - normally those sensors would be registering around 5,000 pedestrians a day, and
by December 2020 they were showing around 3,500. In addition to the reduced local student
population, we should take account of the position of these sensors when evaluating these numbers:
●

They will only detect pedestrians passing by the extreme ends of the street.

●

People who could work from home over this period were doing so, with far fewer working in
their normal workplaces.

It is possible that the Mill Road pedestrian numbers detected by these sensors have not returned to
normal because of traffic restrictions. An alternative explanation is that there has been and continues
to be a reduction in the numbers of people walking into the city to work, and that student numbers
living in the area are much reduced.
The graph doesn’t show a significant reduction in footfall during the 2019 bridge restriction, despite
the very disruptive gasworks which were going on throughout the period, when it was pretty apparent
to anyone who lived here that a significant number of people would have been put off visiting Mill
Road. However these numbers are consistent with the idea that the Donkey Common sensor is only
really detecting people heading to and from the city, who may not be visiting Mill Road shops.
In order to evaluate footfall (and other types of traffic) on Mill Road more effectively, it would be helpful
if additional sensors were placed along the length of the street, and for a survey to be undertaken of
transport types used by visitors to the street.
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